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Ground floor plan

Cross section

SHAPE AND 
MOVEMENT

Location : île de Nantes, France
Program : housing, multipurpose rooms,   
               nursery

This project takes place on an island located in the 
city of Nantes in France. This island has known a 
big urbanistic plan since the closure of its ship-
yards at the end of the 1980’s and therefore it is 
a privileged place for new architectural projects. 
The parcel that was chosen for this project looks com-
pletely abandoned although it is located in the middle 
of a rather dense urban fabric. A quite old and dirty 
homeless shelter occupies a small part of the parcel and 
the rest is invaded by wild vegetation that hides it to 
the people passing by. The whole parcel is surrounded 
by barriers which make it isolated and impenetrable.
 
Therefore, the aim of this work was to bring back 
some dynamic activities into this abandoned place 
with a new architectural project. The mixture of a 
public and a private program (a nursery, two multi-
purpose rooms and some housing) enables the proj-
ect to connect with the life of the neighborhood. 
This project is made of a single object located in 
the center of the parcel. The ground floor includes 
the public spaces that are organized around the en-
trance hall of the housing in the middle of the par-
cel. Therefore, the shape is pinched in the middle 
so that it can be symmetrical: there is a double en-
try to the housing that can connect with the en-
tries of the multipurpose rooms and the nursery. 
Then the shape moves from one floor to another 
which creates terraces and cantilevers, and the apart-
ments are located along an interior passageway. 

The goal of this project is really to create an architec-
ture-object that is remarkable by its unusual shape 
in order to make it stand out of the urban fabric. 
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Localisation : île de Nantes, France
Programme : logements, salles polyvalentes, crèche

Ce projet se situe sur l’île de Nantes qui a connu un 
grand plan d’urbanisme à la fin des années 1980 à 
la fermeture de ses chantiers navals. Cela en fait 
aujourd’hui un lieu où on voit fleurir de nombreux 
projets architecturaux aux programmes variés. La 
parcelle choisie pour ce projet semble actuellement 
complètement abandonnée bien qu’elle soit située 
au milieu d’un tissu urbain plutôt dense. Une halte 
de nuit pour sans-abris plutôt mal entretenue oc-
cupe une partie de la parcelle, le reste étant envahi 
par une végétation foisonnante et laissée à l’aban-
don qui la cache aux passants. La parcelle est en-
tourée de barrières ce qui l’isole encore plus et la 
rend impénétrable. 

Ainsi, le but de ce projet est principalement de ra-
mener du dynamisme dans cet endroit abandonné 
avec un nouveau projet architectural. Le mélange 
d’un programme public et privé (une crèche, deux 
salles polyvalentes et du logement) permet au pro-
jet de se connecter à la vie du quartier. Le projet 
consiste en un seul objet situé au milieu de la par-
celle. Le rez-de-chaussée accueille les espaces 
publics qui sont organisés autour du hall d’entrée 
au milieu de la parcelle, la forme du bâtiment est 
alors pincée au milieu pour qu’elle soit symétrique 
: on a une double entrée aux logements qui peut 
se connecter aux entrées des salles polyvalentes et 
de la crèche. Puis la forme se décale d’un étage à 
l’autre ce qui permet de créer des terrasses et des 
porte-à-faux. Les appartements sont alors disposés 
le long d’un couloir intérieur.

Le but de ce projet est alors de créer un objet archi-
tectural qui est remarquable par sa forme inusuelle 
pour qu’il se détache du tissu urbain.

FORME ET
MOUVEMENT

Plan R0

Coupe transversale
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Location : Valencia, Spain
Program : school of performing arts (singing,               
               dancing and acting)

Building 1 Building 2 Building 3 Building 4 Building 5

Singing Acting / classrooms Representation /  common spaces School administration Dancing

This project is located in the historic district of Valen-
cia in Spain, the barrio del Carmen. This area is very 
rich given its history and the different ways of creating 
buildings throughout the times. It is energized by sev-
eral points of activities like historic monuments, mu-
seums, markets... However, it also has weaker points 
like the narrowness of its streets which blocks the 
light, the absence of green zones and public spaces, 
the density of the blocks. There are also a lot of parcels 
that look abandoned and give a rather bad feeling. 

Therefore, the aim of this project is to create a school 
of performing arts that is a great point of activity in 
this district where the parcels are quite far from each 
other. Thus, the school has to be fragmented into sev-
eral little pieces spread into the urban fabric. This is an 
urban project in which the link between the different 
buildings and with the urban fabric is very important. 

The biggest parcel is set as a central space and the two 
streets along it are connectors between the parcels. 
The idea is to connect the different buildings with vi-
sual relations, for example buildings that go beyond 
other buildings on the street or transversal views be-
tween the buildings. From the street, you can iden-
tify the different parts of the school and see what’s 
going on inside it through transparent or translucent 
glass, or filtered by the wooden cladding of the facade 
so that you can only catch a glimpse of the inside.:
The three performing arts are separated into dif-
ferent buildings: this way, the students have 
to cross the street to go from one class to an-
other. This enables a connection between the 
life of the students and the life of the district. 
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ESCUELA 
DE ARTES
ESCENICAS

Bâtiment 1 Bâtiment 2 Bâtiment 3 Bâtiment 4 Bâtiment 5

Chant Salles de classe Représentation / espaces communs Administration Danse

Localisation : Valence, Espagne
Programme : école d’arts de la scène – chant, 
danse, théâtre

Ce projet se situe dans le quartier historique de Va-
lence, appelé le barrio del Carmen, une zone qui a 
connu des façons de construire différentes à travers 
les époques ce qui rend son architecture très riche. 
Le quartier est énergisé par quelques points d’ac-
tivité comme des monuments historiques, des mu-
sées, des marchés… Il a cependant des faiblesses 
comme l’étroitesse des rues qui bloque la lumière, 
l’absence d’espaces publics et de végétation, la 
densité des blocs. Il y a également de nombreuses 
parcelles qui paraissent abandonnées et donnent 
une impression plutôt négative.

Ainsi, le but de ce projet est de concevoir une école 
d’arts de la scène qui serait un point d’activité im-
portant de ce quartier où les parcelles libres sont 
plutôt éloignées les unes des autres. L’école doit 
alors être fragmentée en plusieurs bâtiments dis-
persés dans le tissu urbain : ce projet comporte un 
enjeu urbain important car les différents bâtiments 
doivent s’intégrer au quartier et être reliés entre eux. 
La plus grande parcelle est utilisée comme espace 
central et les deux rues qui l’entourent, la calle San 
Ramon et la calle Corona, servent de connecteurs 
entre les parcelles. L’idée est alors de connecter les 
différents bâtiments avec des relations visuelles, par 
exemple avec des bâtiments qui dépassent sur la 
rue ou des vues transversales entre les bâtiments. 
Depuis la rue, on peut identifier les différentes par-
ties de l’école et voir ce qu’il se passe à l’intérieur 
grâce à du verre transparent ou translucide, ou filtré 
par le bardage en bois ajouré des façades. Les trois 
arts de la scène sont séparés dans des bâtiments 
différents, ce qui oblige les étudiants de traverser 
la rue pour aller d’un cours à l’autre et permet ainsi 
une connexion entre la vie des étudiants et la vie du 
quartier.

E S C U E L A 
DE ARTES 
ESCÉNICAS
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Calle Corona - South facade
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Localisation : Nantes, France
Programme : bâtiment de grande hauteur en bois

Ce projet se situe sur la rive Nord de la Loire dans 
le quartier Malakoff de Nantes, qui connaît depuis 
quelques années des grandes transformations. Ce 
quartier comporte notamment plusieurs tours de 
logements assez hautes datant d’il y a quelques 
dizaines d’années : l’enjeu est aujourd’hui d’inté-
grer ces bâtiments à un projet de renouvellement 
urbain du quartier. La parcelle choisie pour ce projet 
est située au bord de la Loire entre une école, une 
maison de quartier et un carrefour donnant sur le 
pont Éric Tabarly qui permet de traverser la Loire 
pour se rendre sur l’île de Nantes. La construction 
d’une tour de grande hauteur en bois à cet endroit 
permet alors de faire écho aux autres constructions 
de grande hauteur du quartier et de promouvoir 
la construction écologique en bois dans la ville de 
Nantes, pour laquelle le bilan carbone est diminué 
par rapport à une construction en béton.

Dans ce projet, l’idée est de faire le lien entre d’une 
part le carrefour donnant sur le pont Éric Tabarly et 
d’autre part l’école et la maison de quartier. La forme 
du bâtiment comporte alors deux angles largement 
arrondis qui épousent la courbure du rond-point à 
l’Est et génère un espace public avec une façade 
courbe à l’Ouest. Le projet se base ensuite sur cette 
dualité et joue sur la symétrie entre deux entités, 
représentées au niveau du programme par d’une 
part des logements et d’autre part des bureaux. 
Ces deux éléments s’insèrent dans une structure 
en poteaux-poutres et une trame commune, ce qui 
permet la réversibilité du projet. Deux escaliers en 
hélice desservent les deux entités de programme 
par un noyau de circulation central. Une cafétéria et 
un toit-terrasse aux derniers étages accessibles par 
les bureaux créent des espaces de rassemblement 
en hauteur ouverts sur la ville. 
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1. Protection solaire en bois
2. Garde-corps métallique
3. Dalle sur plots 
4. Etanchéité
5. Revêtement en bois fixé par des tasseaux
6. Volet roulant
7. Poutre en bois  lamellé collé
8. Poteau en bois lamellé collé
9. Placo
10. Isolant en laine de chanvre
11. Pare-vapeur
12. Isolant en laine de chanvre
13. Panneau d’OSB

14. Pare-pluie
15. Double tasseautage 
16. Bardage bois vertical
17. Chape en béton
18. Isolant rigide
19. Plancher en CLT
20. Faux plafond placo
21. Poutre en bois lamellé collé
22. Encadrement de fenêtres en bois
23. Menuiseries en métal
24. Double vitrage
25. Descente d’eau pluviale intégrée 
dans la paroi
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Cross section

SHAPE AND 
MOVEMENT

Location : île de Nantes, France
Program : housing, multipurpose rooms,   
               nursery

This project takes place on an island located in the 
city of Nantes in France. This island has known a 
big urbanistic plan since the closure of its ship-
yards at the end of the 1980’s and therefore it is 
a privileged place for new architectural projects. 
The parcel that was chosen for this project looks com-
pletely abandoned although it is located in the middle 
of a rather dense urban fabric. A quite old and dirty 
homeless shelter occupies a small part of the parcel and 
the rest is invaded by wild vegetation that hides it to 
the people passing by. The whole parcel is surrounded 
by barriers which make it isolated and impenetrable.
 
Therefore, the aim of this work was to bring back 
some dynamic activities into this abandoned place 
with a new architectural project. The mixture of a 
public and a private program (a nursery, two multi-
purpose rooms and some housing) enables the proj-
ect to connect with the life of the neighborhood. 
This project is made of a single object located in 
the center of the parcel. The ground floor includes 
the public spaces that are organized around the en-
trance hall of the housing in the middle of the par-
cel. Therefore, the shape is pinched in the middle 
so that it can be symmetrical: there is a double en-
try to the housing that can connect with the en-
tries of the multipurpose rooms and the nursery. 
Then the shape moves from one floor to another 
which creates terraces and cantilevers, and the apart-
ments are located along an interior passageway. 

The goal of this project is really to create an architec-
ture-object that is remarkable by its unusual shape 
in order to make it stand out of the urban fabric. 
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               nursery
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Système de protection solaire en façade

Local technique

Ground floor plan

Cross section

SHAPE AND 
MOVEMENT

Location : île de Nantes, France
Program : housing, multipurpose rooms,   
               nursery

This project takes place on an island located in the 
city of Nantes in France. This island has known a 
big urbanistic plan since the closure of its ship-
yards at the end of the 1980’s and therefore it is 
a privileged place for new architectural projects. 
The parcel that was chosen for this project looks com-
pletely abandoned although it is located in the middle 
of a rather dense urban fabric. A quite old and dirty 
homeless shelter occupies a small part of the parcel and 
the rest is invaded by wild vegetation that hides it to 
the people passing by. The whole parcel is surrounded 
by barriers which make it isolated and impenetrable.
 
Therefore, the aim of this work was to bring back 
some dynamic activities into this abandoned place 
with a new architectural project. The mixture of a 
public and a private program (a nursery, two multi-
purpose rooms and some housing) enables the proj-
ect to connect with the life of the neighborhood. 
This project is made of a single object located in 
the center of the parcel. The ground floor includes 
the public spaces that are organized around the en-
trance hall of the housing in the middle of the par-
cel. Therefore, the shape is pinched in the middle 
so that it can be symmetrical: there is a double en-
try to the housing that can connect with the en-
tries of the multipurpose rooms and the nursery. 
Then the shape moves from one floor to another 
which creates terraces and cantilevers, and the apart-
ments are located along an interior passageway. 

The goal of this project is really to create an architec-
ture-object that is remarkable by its unusual shape 
in order to make it stand out of the urban fabric. 
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Then the shape moves from one floor to another 

which creates terraces and cantilevers, and the apart-

ments are located along an interior passageway. 

The goal of this project is really to create an architec-

ture-object that is remarkable by its unusual shape 

in order to make it stand out of the urban fabric. 
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SHAPE AND 
MOVEMENT

Location : île de Nantes, France
Program : housing, multipurpose rooms,   
               nursery

This project takes place on an island located in the 
city of Nantes in France. This island has known a 
big urbanistic plan since the closure of its ship-
yards at the end of the 1980’s and therefore it is 
a privileged place for new architectural projects. 
The parcel that was chosen for this project looks com-
pletely abandoned although it is located in the middle 
of a rather dense urban fabric. A quite old and dirty 
homeless shelter occupies a small part of the parcel and 
the rest is invaded by wild vegetation that hides it to 
the people passing by. The whole parcel is surrounded 
by barriers which make it isolated and impenetrable.
 
Therefore, the aim of this work was to bring back 
some dynamic activities into this abandoned place 
with a new architectural project. The mixture of a 
public and a private program (a nursery, two multi-
purpose rooms and some housing) enables the proj-
ect to connect with the life of the neighborhood. 
This project is made of a single object located in 
the center of the parcel. The ground floor includes 
the public spaces that are organized around the en-
trance hall of the housing in the middle of the par-
cel. Therefore, the shape is pinched in the middle 
so that it can be symmetrical: there is a double en-
try to the housing that can connect with the en-
tries of the multipurpose rooms and the nursery. 
Then the shape moves from one floor to another 
which creates terraces and cantilevers, and the apart-
ments are located along an interior passageway. 

The goal of this project is really to create an architec-
ture-object that is remarkable by its unusual shape 
in order to make it stand out of the urban fabric. 
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Localisation : Bordeaux, France
Programme : réhabilitation et intégration au tissu ur-
bain de la passerelle Eiffel

La passerelle Eiffel, qui fait l’objet de ce projet, a été 
désaffectée et tronquée à ses extrémités dans les 
années 2000 après avoir été remplacée par un nou-
veau pont SNCF plus large qui se situe juste à côté. 
Elle est située entre les quartiers Saint Jean-Belcier 
et Garonne-Eiffel pour lesquels de grands projets 
urbains sont prévus dans le cadre du projet Eu-
ratlantique de Bordeaux. La passerelle Eiffel a été 
classée au titre des monuments historiques en 2010 
alors qu’elle devait être détruite, ce qui a alors posé 
la problématique de sa réhabilitation. Le but de ce 
projet est alors de proposer un scénario de réhabi-
litation et d’intégration de cette passerelle aux pro-
jets urbains des berges.

L’idée est alors d’utiliser la passerelle Eiffel comme 
un franchissement piéton et cyclable qui permet-
trait de relier les espaces publics des deux rives de 
la Garonne. Un prolongement de la passerelle est 
alors créé afin de l’enraciner dans ces espaces pu-
blics, qui sont un parc sur la rive droite et une place 
sur la rive gauche. 

Le projet a ensuite été développé sur cette place, 
appelée la place Eiffel. Le prolongement de la pas-
serelle Eiffel vient s’y diviser en plusieurs branches 
et desservir plusieurs zones de la place afin d’y in-
tégrer tous les flux piétons et cyclables. Ce prolon-
gement, traité comme une seconde passerelle en 
bois, devient ensuite un traitement de sol avant de 
remonter en gradins à l’extrémité de la place. Sous 
le pont SNCF, les différentes zones délimitées par 
les piles du pont sont occupées par des food trucks 
et un skatepark qui vient s’étendre sur la place : 
ces aménagements permettent alors de rendre ces 
espaces vivants.
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Ground floor plan

Cross section

SHAPE AND 

MOVEMENT
Location : île de Nantes, France

Program : housing, multipurpose rooms,  
 

               nursery
This project takes place on an island located in the 

city of Nantes in France. This island has known a 

big urbanistic plan since the closure of its ship-

yards at the end of the 1980’s and therefore it is 

a privileged place for new architectural projects. 

The parcel that was chosen for this project looks com-

pletely abandoned although it is located in the middle 

of a rather dense urban fabric. A quite old and dirty 

homeless shelter occupies a small part of the parcel and 

the rest is invaded by wild vegetation that hides it to 

the people passing by. The whole parcel is surrounded 

by barriers which make it isolated and impenetrable.

 
Therefore, the aim of this work was to bring back 

some dynamic activities into this abandoned place 

with a new architectural project. The mixture of a 

public and a private program (a nursery, two multi-

purpose rooms and some housing) enables the proj-

ect to connect with the life of the neighborhood. 

This project is made of a single object located in 

the center of the parcel. The ground floor includes 

the public spaces that are organized around the en-

trance hall of the housing in the middle of the par-

cel. Therefore, the shape is pinched in the middle 

so that it can be symmetrical: there is a double en-

try to the housing that can connect with the en-

tries of the multipurpose rooms and the nursery. 

Then the shape moves from one floor to another 

which creates terraces and cantilevers, and the apart-

ments are located along an interior passageway. 

The goal of this project is really to create an architec-

ture-object that is remarkable by its unusual shape 

in order to make it stand out of the urban fabric. 

4

Ground floor plan

Cross section

SHAPE AND 
MOVEMENT

Location : île de Nantes, France
Program : housing, multipurpose rooms,   
               nursery

This project takes place on an island located in the 
city of Nantes in France. This island has known a 
big urbanistic plan since the closure of its ship-
yards at the end of the 1980’s and therefore it is 
a privileged place for new architectural projects. 
The parcel that was chosen for this project looks com-
pletely abandoned although it is located in the middle 
of a rather dense urban fabric. A quite old and dirty 
homeless shelter occupies a small part of the parcel and 
the rest is invaded by wild vegetation that hides it to 
the people passing by. The whole parcel is surrounded 
by barriers which make it isolated and impenetrable.
 
Therefore, the aim of this work was to bring back 
some dynamic activities into this abandoned place 
with a new architectural project. The mixture of a 
public and a private program (a nursery, two multi-
purpose rooms and some housing) enables the proj-
ect to connect with the life of the neighborhood. 
This project is made of a single object located in 
the center of the parcel. The ground floor includes 
the public spaces that are organized around the en-
trance hall of the housing in the middle of the par-
cel. Therefore, the shape is pinched in the middle 
so that it can be symmetrical: there is a double en-
try to the housing that can connect with the en-
tries of the multipurpose rooms and the nursery. 
Then the shape moves from one floor to another 
which creates terraces and cantilevers, and the apart-
ments are located along an interior passageway. 

The goal of this project is really to create an architec-
ture-object that is remarkable by its unusual shape 
in order to make it stand out of the urban fabric. 
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Cross section

SHAPE AND 
MOVEMENT

Location : île de Nantes, France
Program : housing, multipurpose rooms,   
               nursery

This project takes place on an island located in the 
city of Nantes in France. This island has known a 
big urbanistic plan since the closure of its ship-
yards at the end of the 1980’s and therefore it is 
a privileged place for new architectural projects. 
The parcel that was chosen for this project looks com-
pletely abandoned although it is located in the middle 
of a rather dense urban fabric. A quite old and dirty 
homeless shelter occupies a small part of the parcel and 
the rest is invaded by wild vegetation that hides it to 
the people passing by. The whole parcel is surrounded 
by barriers which make it isolated and impenetrable.
 
Therefore, the aim of this work was to bring back 
some dynamic activities into this abandoned place 
with a new architectural project. The mixture of a 
public and a private program (a nursery, two multi-
purpose rooms and some housing) enables the proj-
ect to connect with the life of the neighborhood. 
This project is made of a single object located in 
the center of the parcel. The ground floor includes 
the public spaces that are organized around the en-
trance hall of the housing in the middle of the par-
cel. Therefore, the shape is pinched in the middle 
so that it can be symmetrical: there is a double en-
try to the housing that can connect with the en-
tries of the multipurpose rooms and the nursery. 
Then the shape moves from one floor to another 
which creates terraces and cantilevers, and the apart-
ments are located along an interior passageway. 

The goal of this project is really to create an architec-
ture-object that is remarkable by its unusual shape 
in order to make it stand out of the urban fabric. 
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Cross section

SHAPE AND 
MOVEMENT

Location : île de Nantes, France
Program : housing, multipurpose rooms,   
               nursery

This project takes place on an island located in the 
city of Nantes in France. This island has known a 
big urbanistic plan since the closure of its ship-
yards at the end of the 1980’s and therefore it is 
a privileged place for new architectural projects. 
The parcel that was chosen for this project looks com-
pletely abandoned although it is located in the middle 
of a rather dense urban fabric. A quite old and dirty 
homeless shelter occupies a small part of the parcel and 
the rest is invaded by wild vegetation that hides it to 
the people passing by. The whole parcel is surrounded 
by barriers which make it isolated and impenetrable.
 
Therefore, the aim of this work was to bring back 
some dynamic activities into this abandoned place 
with a new architectural project. The mixture of a 
public and a private program (a nursery, two multi-
purpose rooms and some housing) enables the proj-
ect to connect with the life of the neighborhood. 
This project is made of a single object located in 
the center of the parcel. The ground floor includes 
the public spaces that are organized around the en-
trance hall of the housing in the middle of the par-
cel. Therefore, the shape is pinched in the middle 
so that it can be symmetrical: there is a double en-
try to the housing that can connect with the en-
tries of the multipurpose rooms and the nursery. 
Then the shape moves from one floor to another 
which creates terraces and cantilevers, and the apart-
ments are located along an interior passageway. 

The goal of this project is really to create an architec-
ture-object that is remarkable by its unusual shape 
in order to make it stand out of the urban fabric. 
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Ground floor plan

Cross section

SHAPE AND 
MOVEMENT

Location : île de Nantes, France
Program : housing, multipurpose rooms,   
               nursery

This project takes place on an island located in the 
city of Nantes in France. This island has known a 
big urbanistic plan since the closure of its ship-
yards at the end of the 1980’s and therefore it is 
a privileged place for new architectural projects. 
The parcel that was chosen for this project looks com-
pletely abandoned although it is located in the middle 
of a rather dense urban fabric. A quite old and dirty 
homeless shelter occupies a small part of the parcel and 
the rest is invaded by wild vegetation that hides it to 
the people passing by. The whole parcel is surrounded 
by barriers which make it isolated and impenetrable.
 
Therefore, the aim of this work was to bring back 
some dynamic activities into this abandoned place 
with a new architectural project. The mixture of a 
public and a private program (a nursery, two multi-
purpose rooms and some housing) enables the proj-
ect to connect with the life of the neighborhood. 
This project is made of a single object located in 
the center of the parcel. The ground floor includes 
the public spaces that are organized around the en-
trance hall of the housing in the middle of the par-
cel. Therefore, the shape is pinched in the middle 
so that it can be symmetrical: there is a double en-
try to the housing that can connect with the en-
tries of the multipurpose rooms and the nursery. 
Then the shape moves from one floor to another 
which creates terraces and cantilevers, and the apart-
ments are located along an interior passageway. 

The goal of this project is really to create an architec-
ture-object that is remarkable by its unusual shape 
in order to make it stand out of the urban fabric. 
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Cross section

SHAPE AND 
MOVEMENT

Location : île de Nantes, France
Program : housing, multipurpose rooms,   
               nursery

This project takes place on an island located in the 
city of Nantes in France. This island has known a 
big urbanistic plan since the closure of its ship-
yards at the end of the 1980’s and therefore it is 
a privileged place for new architectural projects. 
The parcel that was chosen for this project looks com-
pletely abandoned although it is located in the middle 
of a rather dense urban fabric. A quite old and dirty 
homeless shelter occupies a small part of the parcel and 
the rest is invaded by wild vegetation that hides it to 
the people passing by. The whole parcel is surrounded 
by barriers which make it isolated and impenetrable.
 
Therefore, the aim of this work was to bring back 
some dynamic activities into this abandoned place 
with a new architectural project. The mixture of a 
public and a private program (a nursery, two multi-
purpose rooms and some housing) enables the proj-
ect to connect with the life of the neighborhood. 
This project is made of a single object located in 
the center of the parcel. The ground floor includes 
the public spaces that are organized around the en-
trance hall of the housing in the middle of the par-
cel. Therefore, the shape is pinched in the middle 
so that it can be symmetrical: there is a double en-
try to the housing that can connect with the en-
tries of the multipurpose rooms and the nursery. 
Then the shape moves from one floor to another 
which creates terraces and cantilevers, and the apart-
ments are located along an interior passageway. 

The goal of this project is really to create an architec-
ture-object that is remarkable by its unusual shape 
in order to make it stand out of the urban fabric. 
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SHAPE AND 

MOVEMENT
Location : île de Nantes, France

Program : housing, multipurpose rooms,  
 

               nursery
This project takes place on an island located in the 

city of Nantes in France. This island has known a 

big urbanistic plan since the closure of its ship-

yards at the end of the 1980’s and therefore it is 

a privileged place for new architectural projects. 

The parcel that was chosen for this project looks com-

pletely abandoned although it is located in the middle 

of a rather dense urban fabric. A quite old and dirty 

homeless shelter occupies a small part of the parcel and 

the rest is invaded by wild vegetation that hides it to 

the people passing by. The whole parcel is surrounded 

by barriers which make it isolated and impenetrable.

 
Therefore, the aim of this work was to bring back 

some dynamic activities into this abandoned place 

with a new architectural project. The mixture of a 

public and a private program (a nursery, two multi-

purpose rooms and some housing) enables the proj-

ect to connect with the life of the neighborhood. 

This project is made of a single object located in 

the center of the parcel. The ground floor includes 

the public spaces that are organized around the en-

trance hall of the housing in the middle of the par-

cel. Therefore, the shape is pinched in the middle 

so that it can be symmetrical: there is a double en-

try to the housing that can connect with the en-

tries of the multipurpose rooms and the nursery. 

Then the shape moves from one floor to another 

which creates terraces and cantilevers, and the apart-

ments are located along an interior passageway. 

The goal of this project is really to create an architec-

ture-object that is remarkable by its unusual shape 

in order to make it stand out of the urban fabric. 
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SHAPE AND 

MOVEMENT
Location : île de Nantes, France

Program : housing, multipurpose rooms,  
 

               nursery
This project takes place on an island located in the 

city of Nantes in France. This island has known a 

big urbanistic plan since the closure of its ship-

yards at the end of the 1980’s and therefore it is 

a privileged place for new architectural projects. 

The parcel that was chosen for this project looks com-

pletely abandoned although it is located in the middle 

of a rather dense urban fabric. A quite old and dirty 

homeless shelter occupies a small part of the parcel and 

the rest is invaded by wild vegetation that hides it to 

the people passing by. The whole parcel is surrounded 

by barriers which make it isolated and impenetrable.

 
Therefore, the aim of this work was to bring back 

some dynamic activities into this abandoned place 

with a new architectural project. The mixture of a 

public and a private program (a nursery, two multi-

purpose rooms and some housing) enables the proj-

ect to connect with the life of the neighborhood. 

This project is made of a single object located in 

the center of the parcel. The ground floor includes 

the public spaces that are organized around the en-

trance hall of the housing in the middle of the par-

cel. Therefore, the shape is pinched in the middle 

so that it can be symmetrical: there is a double en-

try to the housing that can connect with the en-

tries of the multipurpose rooms and the nursery. 

Then the shape moves from one floor to another 

which creates terraces and cantilevers, and the apart-

ments are located along an interior passageway. 

The goal of this project is really to create an architec-

ture-object that is remarkable by its unusual shape 

in order to make it stand out of the urban fabric. 
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